A summary of three simulations related to the issue of load transfer in carbon nanotube/polymer composites is given. Each simulation considers a (10,10) nanotube in a polyethylene matrix modeled with either a united−atom or fully−atomic polyethylene representation. The first simulation uses molecular dynamics to model a 100 nm nanotube in polyethylene in which the nanotube and matrix interact through weak non−bonded interactions. No permanent stress transfer is observed for this system. The second simulation estimates the shear yield strength for the nanotube in each of the model polyethylene matrices. The third simulation addresses a chemically functionalized nanotube in which there are cross−links between the nanotube and matrix. The results indicate that the cross−linked system has an enhanced shear yield strength of one to two orders of magnitude larger than the non−bonded composites.
INTRODUCTION
Composite materials consisting of carbon nanotubes in polymer matrices are potential future lightweight high−strength fiber−reinforced materials [ 1 ] . For carbon nanotubes to act as reinforcing fibers significant load transfer must exist between the polymer and the nanotube. Mechanisms and magnitudes of load transfer between polymer matrices and nanotubes remain in question. Enhanced moduli in various polymer matrices indicate that nanotubes may carry some of the load [ 2 − 3 4 5 6 ]. Fragmentation studies [ 7 , 8 ] suggest that there is some stress transfer in composites, but Raman evidence [2, 9 ] shows that slippage between the shells of multi−wall nanotubes and within single−wall nanotube ropes may limit stress transfer. One possible way to strengthen the interface between nanotubes and polymer matrices is with chemical bonding. Such functionalization may be responsible for the stress transfer amount of 500 MPa estimated in epoxy/nanotube composites []. Complexation with polymethylmethacrylate [ 10 , 11 ] has been reported, as has direct functionalization of nanotube sidewalls [ 12 − 13 14 ], but it is possible that functionalizing nanotubes in composites may weaken properties such as tensile strengths and reduce the strain before yield due to the introduction of sp 3 hybridized sites. However, according to a computational estimate on ethyne functionalized nanotubes, the maximum buckling force in compression may only be reduced by about 15 % [ 15 ] . The simulations discussed here were carried out to investigate the conditions under which stress transfer may occur in composite materials, and therefore provide insight on how to optimize these composites. The simulations, though still somewhat preliminary, build on earlier work with (10,10) nanotubes in polyethylene (PE) matrices [ 16 ] . Polyethylene was chosen, not because it would be the polymer of choice to make such composites from, but because it is a convenient model system for simulation. It has a simple monomer that is conducive to forming a chain of polymer beads. Also, as a fully hydrocarbon system, it can be represented with a many−body bond order potential which further allows creation of rehybridized chemical bonds to the nanotube. Three simulations are presented. In the first study, a molecular dynamics simulation was carried out in which a composite is strained and the resulting stress analyzed. In the second set of simulations, a critical shear yield strength was calculated using a simulated "pull−through" experiment. The shear yield strength was in turn used to estimate how long the load bearing length of the nanotube should be according to the potentials used in the first simulation. The third simulation considers the effect of cross−linking the nanotube to the polymer matrix on the critical nanotube−matrix shear yield strength. Figure 1a illustrates the configuration of the sample composite modeled in the first set of simulations. A PE matrix surrounds a capped 100 nm long (10,10) single−walled nanotube. The system was periodic in three directions with box dimensions~5x5x200nm. The PE was represented by chains of united CH 2 "atoms" and contained a total of~181000 atoms. The PE potential function is described in more detail elsewhere []. The molecular dynamics simulations were carried out using DL−POLY [ 17 ] , a large−scale molecular dynamics simulation package available from Daresbury Laboratory. This package was adapted to include a many− body bond order potential for the carbon nanotube [ 18 ] . The simulations were run with a timestep of 2 fs at a temperature of 300 K. After equilibrating the system, strain was applied to the system in 2% increments per 2500 steps by rescaling the atomic positions and box size in the direction parallel to the nanotube axis. The resulting atomic level hydrostatic stresses [ 19 ] in the system were analyzed.
COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
In the second set of simulations, two PE representations were compared, one with the united−atom potential described above, and a second one which explicitly included hydrogen atoms. The fully−atomic PE sample was equilibrated via an energy minimization method developed by Caglar and Griebel that employs a conjugate−gradient method for relaxing the system to its local energy minimum. The potential used was the hydrocarbon form of the many−body bond order function used for the nanotube [18, 20 ] . The sample configuration for estimating the shear yield strength of the nanotube in the polyethylene matrix is illustrated in Figure 1b . In these simulations a uniform one−body force was added to the atoms that comprise the nanotube, and the magnitude of this force at which the nanotube began to move freely independent of the matrix was recorded. The matrix was held rigid while the nanotube was free to move at 300K and a timestep of 2fs. The shear yield strength was estimated as the total applied force divided by the surface area of the nanotube. In other words, the quantity measured was the stress required for the nanotube to break free of the matrix. The simulation box dimensions were ~5x5x10 nm where the longest dimension is parallel to the nanotube axis.
In the third set of simulations, the shear yield strength of a nanotube chemically bonded to a crystalline matrix was estimated in a similar manner to that outlined above. The system used periodic boundaries with a box size of 5x5x2.5nm where the shortest dimension is parallel to the nanotube axis. Two cross−links between the 400−atom nanotube and the surrounding matrix were created by replacing one hydrogen atom per cross−link on a chain surrounding the nanotube with a short, 2 monomer unit section of a polyethylene chain. The other end of the cross−link was held near one of the carbon atoms in the nanotube, and allowed to interact and form a bond in which the nanotube carbon atom effectively rehybridized from sp 2 to sp 3 . Hydrogen atoms were included in the PE chains yielding a fully−atomic representation. This simulation, which was carried out with software developed by Brenner et al. [18] used a mobile, rather than rigid, crystalline PE matrix at 300K and a timestep of 0.2 fs. Figure 3 are atomic level stresses along the 100 nm nanotube averaged per atom from the first set of simulations as a function of position along the nanotube. The results are representative of all of the 2% increments that were simulated. At the instant when strain was initially applied at 2%, the nanotube, together with the rest of the composite, was under tensile stress (positive value in Figure 3 ). As the simulation progresses, stress in the nanotube was not released uniformly, but was released first at the ends of the nanotube. The initial tension was largely released by about 2 ps. After 3 ps, the nanotube was under compressive stress (negative value in Figure 3) . By 4 ps, it relaxed. The nanotube showed no permanent stress transfer from the matrix, but rather behaved like a rubber band 'ringing'. This result agrees with (1) where σ f is the fiber tensile strength, d is the fiber diameter, and τ c is the fiber−matrix shear yield strength. Assuming a σ f of 50 GPa (a reasonable value based on recent experiments [ 21 , 22 ] ), the minimum load bearing length of this nanotube should be about 100 microns. Improving the potential representation to explicitly include hydrogen atoms produces a composite with a higher yield strength of~5 MPa, and therefore a critical length about an order of magnitude shorter at 10 microns critical length. Both of these estimates result from the weak non−bonded forces between the matrix and the nanotube. They are not only too long to simulate, but also too long to be practical for fiber reinforced composites using nanotubes.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Plotted in
A functionalized composite in which nanotubes are chemically bonded to the polymer matrix should represent a much stronger nanotube−matrix interaction. With the addition of the two cross−links illustrated in Figure 2 , the shear yield strength was estimated to increase to about 70 MPa, an increase over the non−bonded systems of one to two orders of magnitude. How much of the improvement comes from the crystalline nature of the PE rather than the bonds is not as yet clear, but this result is potentially very promising as it reduces the critical length to order of 1 micron, a reasonable length for the production of single−walled nanotubes.
CONCLUSIONS
Results from three simulations designed to examine load transfer in polymer−nanotube composite materials were presented. For strictly non−bonded nanotube−matrix interactions, the simulations predict that nanotubes with lengths in excess of 10−100 microns are needed for significant load−bearing ability. In contrast, the simulations predict a one to two order of magnitude increase in shear yield strength for a nanotube cross−linked to the polymer matrix relative to systems without cross−links. The critical length for the cross−linked system is, therefore, reduced to ~1 micron.
